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Natural History – A Love Poem
by E.B. White (1899-1985)
(Author of Charlotte’s Web)
The spider, dropping down from twig,
Unfolds a plan of her devising,
A thin premeditated rig
To use in rising.
And all that journey down through space,
In cool descent and loyal hearted,
She spins a ladder to the place
From where she started.
Thus I, gone forth as spiders do
In spider's web a truth discerning,
Attach one silken thread to you
For my returning.
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Who are we?
The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit-making organisation. Our aim is to encourage an interest
in arachnids – especially spiders and scorpions - and to promote this interest and the study of these animals
by all suitable means.
Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any committee member
for information.
Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops and exhibits are arranged from
time to time. A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this newsletter.

Mission Statement
“The Spider Club provides a fun, responsible, social learning experience, centred on

spiders, their relatives and on nature in general.”

Contact Us
WEBSITE: http://www.spiderclub.co.za
EMAIL ADDRESS: info@spiderclub.co.za
POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. Box 390, Ruimsig, 1732

Visit our website, and send us photos and news that we can post there!

Committee
Treasurer

Jaco Le Roux

Editor:

Joan Faiola

082 565 6025

veissella@gmail.com

Astri Leroy

073 168 7187

info@spiders.co.za

Webmaster:
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083 258 8969

jaco.irmi@absamail.co.za

Charlotte Livingstone

083 439 6614

clivingstone@polka.co.za

Paul Cowan

082 773 5724

paul.cowan@rochlond.co.za

Irmi Le Roux

www.spiderclub.co.za
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From the hub ……
Brrrr!

Now that we’re in the grip of winter proper, arachnid activity is at its lowest ebb and Spider Club field
activities are also put on hold. That’s no cause for despondency amongst spiderers however - instead, let’s
relish the opportunity to brush up on our arachnid knowledge and identification skills. Take advantage of the
long evenings to dust off your textbooks and dive into the scientific papers that you’ve been meaning to
read for ages! For beginner and advanced arachnologists alike, the identification and sorting sessions lined
up at the PPRI Arachnology Group in July and Ditsong Natural History Museum (formerly the Transvaal
Museum, Pretoria), at the end of August are not to be missed. These sessions enable you to gain excellent
hands-on experience and further education while making a meaningful contribution to the advancement of
arachnid studies in SA. You’ll also have ample opportunity to put your knowledge to good use at SCSA
demonstrations coming up at Sammy Marks and Yebo Gogga. As always, I urge you to get involved at these
well attended events; spreading the word of tolerance and conservation is, more than ever, vital to our
beleaguered ecology today.
On a personal note, with deep regret I must sign off for the last time as Chairman – my relocation to Nigeria
necessitates my resignation from the committee, whose unwavering dedication, friendship and support I
cherish and for which I have the utmost gratitude.
Yours arachnologically

Alistair
________________________________________________________________________

From the Editor:
There is so much news coming out regarding research into African spiders that I could fill a publication of
twice this size every month! This is very encouraging, that scientists the world over are taking an interest in
our arachnid fauna. We also have very fine South African scientists working here, and for those who think I
am ignoring them, I have to report that the SANSA newsletter beat me to it on this occasion, and there are
some great papers featured there. Go to the ARC page in this issue for the link.
We on the committee are very sorry to be losing Alistair. He will be sorely missed, but we’re sure he will
come back to us. Thanks, Alistair, for all you have done for the club over the past few years.
We welcome Paul Cowan and Charlotte Livingstone to the committee for 2011/12, and look forward to
working with them. A report on the proceedings of the AGM will follow in the next issue.

Joan
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Books
BOOKS FOR SALE
Don’t forget that Des Louw, a long standing member who lives in Pretoria, has arachnid books for sale, all in
excellent condition and of great historical value. I visited him to have a look at his books and I can assure
you they are all worth having. Phone him on 012 460 8670 for details of what’s on offer.
Martin Paulsen wants to sell the following books:
BABOON SPIDERS Andrew M Smith 1990 In good condition but some wear on the cover, with some
scuffing. Book is not signed.
TARANTULA SPIDERS Tarantulas of the USA and Mexico Andrew M Smith 1994 – Blue hard cover, signed
1996 by the author. In new condition with dent in back cover from postage from London.
Martin is asking R3000 each or R5000 for the pair.
Contact Martin on 072 185 1120.

A BIBLIOPHILE’S LOOK AT WILLIAM SYER BRISTOWE (1901-1979)
By Joan Faiola
True spider lovers will not limit their interest to the fauna of the country they live in. Even though the spider
fauna of Britain is limited to around 600 species, it is in its own way as fascinating as that of our own wellendowed country. W.S. Bristowe, through his books on British spiders, was one of the first students of
spiders who felt that behaviour of spiders had been neglected in favour of taxonomy. In other words, he
wanted to study the living spider rather than the dead. He was an amateur in the true sense of the word,
who loved spiders from a very young age, and, after reading all the English books on the subject that he
could: “….was left with a feeling of great puzzlement, because the greater experts seemed to leave off
where I wanted to begin. They had described with precision the appearance of the corpses …. And had left
to other people the task of writing about their habits – which was accomplished with meagre observations,
often in contradiction of what I felt certain I had seen myself.”
In his lifetime, therefore, Bristowe set out to right this wrong, and in the process wrote some of the most
engaging and enjoyable books on arachnids ever published. I have set out to own as many of his books as I
can afford or find, and I recommend that you do the same. I am still on the lookout for “The Comity of
Spiders”, which is available on CD-Rom from Amazon.co.uk for about 43 British pounds, and, since copies of
the book are fetching astronomical prices in the second hand book market, I might have to settle for the
electronic version!
So far I have obtained the following:

A Book of Spiders, published by King Penguin 1947. This is more of an essay than a book, but a very
enjoyable little item, with some beautiful colour plates by A.T. Hollick executed in 1867-70. One smiles at
the scale drawings included in each plate. English spiders are so small! That must make spider-hunting in
Britain even more challenging! (No disrespect to British spiders or spiderers implied!)

The World of Spiders, published by Collins in their New Naturalist Series in 1958.
(ISBN 00 213256 7). Unfortunately, a copy of the first edition was a little too expensive for me to acquire, so
I have bought the second edition published in 1971. Des Louw showed me his copy, and explained why he
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would not part with it, but that is his story to tell. This book is an absolute delight, beautifully illustrated with
excellent line drawings and half tone plates by Arthur Smith, as well as 14 plates of photographs, 4 in colour.
Bristowe describes the spiders in the main families, and writes of their behaviour in so descriptive a way that
they come to life in your own mind as you read his words. And of course, because we share these families
with the UK, we can apply what we read to our own spider experiences.

SNIPPETS FROM THE TIMES OF LONDON
Exotic Aliens take liking to green and pleasant land (The Times, 21.06.2010)
Scorpions, aardvarks and turtles have been found living wild in Britain.
The Eden Wildlife Report, commissioned by the Eden channel, studied official recorded sightings for
creatures introduced into the country over the past 150 years. The South East has the largest population of
exotic animals, including up to 50,000 Rose-ringed Parakeets and about 13,000 yellow-tailed scorpions.
Obscure animals which have settled here include Brazilian aardvarks (Ed. They mean the South American
Coati, Nasua nasua - NOT an aardvark at all!), with about ten believed to be living wild in Cumbria, and
snapping turtles, first seen in a garden pond in 1993.
Editor’s Note: This refers to the harmless species Euscorpius flavicaudis. The main colony for this species in
Britain is Sheerness Dockyard, the Isle of Sheppey, where it lives in cracks in walls. It was first reported
about 150 years ago.

For more information on this species, go to
http://www.introduced-species.co.uk/Species/spiders/euro%20scorpion.htm. The site also reports on one
introduced spider, Steatoda nobilis, a false button spider, which seems to worry the Brits greatly.
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It’s of great concern that not one of the many newspapers that published this information used a scientific
name for any of the species reported.

Photo lifted from
http://www.introducedspecies.co.uk/Species/spiders/euro%20scorpion.htm
– photo by Gary Drew.
Credit: The Times of London. News cutting supplied by Alison Hanson.

Oh what a tangled web spiders on drugs weave (The Times, 10.11.2010)
(This has been common knowledge for quite some time, but I thought it would be fun to repeat it for those
who have not seen it before. And spiders spin, not weave. Ed.)
In 1995 Nasa experimented with spiders, feeding them, amphetamines (Benzedrine), LSD, mescaline and
caffeine and sending them to work making webs. Those given marijuana lost interest halfway through.
Those on Speed worked quickly (why ever not? Ed.), but left a poorly spun webs. But the worst webs were
created by spiders on one of the world’s most popular drugs, caffeine.
Note: Nasa scientists believe that spiders could be used to test drugs, because the more toxic the drug, the
more deformed the web. I wonder if that ever happened? We would have to report the scientists to the
ASPCA!

Marijuana web

LSD Web

Speed (Benzedrine) web

Chloral hydrat (sleeping pill)
web

Caffeine web

Drug free web
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(Chris Smyth, The Times, November 2010). Nasa photos downloaded from
http://www.trinity.edu/jdunn/spiderdrugs.htm.
Item submitted by Alison Hanson.

CORREGIUM
In the last issue, we published a photo of an Argiopinid
found at Sandfields and Forests as Argiope aurocincta.
After much friendly argument, we have agreed that it is
in fact Gea infuscata! The clincher was a photo of an
identical spider submitted by Linda Wiese to the Virtual
Museum.

Joan and Astri

Arachno-mugs STILL available
We still have some of Liz Herholdt’s mugs for sale. Refer to the last issue for photos of the various designs –
although some have been sold and are thus not available, and please contact Astri Leroy if you are
interested. Below is a sample of what’s available. Each mug costs R115.
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Events Reports
SCSA visit to De Beers Group Farm, Benfontein,
Kimberley 18 – 21 March 2011
Report by Astri Leroy

After a previous visit to Benfontein in the late summer of 2002 at the invitation of Mark Anderson, who was
at the time with Northern Cape Nature Conservation, the Spider Club asked if they could again visit
Benfontein and sample the spiders that occur there. The weather in 2002 was a normal with a hot and
comparatively dry summer which meant that the pan was a dry dusty expanse dotted with calcite rocks and
held little water. Walking and driving around the farm was relatively easy. In 2002 we did not set out to do
much collecting, although some arachnids were recorded and a large number of burrowing scorpions
Opistophthalmus pictus and some small thick tailed scorpions Uroplectes vittatus were collected near to the
farm house by Ian Engelbrecht and students from the University of the Witwatersrand.
The Spider Club of Southern Africa asked if they could visit Benfontein again and this was arranged for the
long weekend of 19th – 21st March, 2011. Duncan MacFadyen kindly arranged for us to stay in the
farmhouse at no charge. Very many thanks Duncan. Only five Spider Club members from Gauteng were
able to attend and one Wits Bird Club member.

Two colourful spiders found at Benfontein: Left: Peucetia sp. Right: Leucauge sp. Photos Joan Faiola
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Our grateful thanks also go to Finley Markham who went out of his way to make us feel welcome and sorted
out some problems most of which we brought upon ourselves. We would also like to thank other de Beers
Group staff and the few researchers who remained at Benfontein over the long weekend for their warm and
friendly welcome. Finley had to rescue us TWICE, once when we lost our way in Kimberley and once when
our bakkie got severely bogged down in mud! I think we must have been quite a trial for him and his
patience and friendly help were much appreciated. There was one potentially difficult problem that took a
while for even Finlay and his staff to sort out. This was when a large tour group of American birders used up
ALL the water in the tank and ran the borehole dry. They also left the bathroom and entrance horribly wet
and dirty. We cleaned the mud and dirt as best we could and for the rest of the weekend we used the
ablution block in the campsite. We were not seriously inconvenienced (water often stops for unaccountable
reasons in Johannesburg, so we are kind of used to it!) but if it is a regular occurrence it must be very trying
for the researchers who stay in the farmhouse for fairly long periods. What is the status of these tour groups
and could they not use the ablutions at the campsite in future where municipal water is less likely to run
out? It took Finley and his staff a lot of hard work over a long weekend to get the water flowing again!
th

On Saturday afternoon 19 March The Spider Club hosted the Kimberley branch of The Wildlife and
Environmental Society of SA, and took them on a Spider Walk. In the evening at the campsite Astri Leroy
gave an illustrated talk on spiders, whilst everyone enjoyed a bring and braai.
Because our time was limited we did not do much collecting but did record 15 spider families. One family,
the Phyxelididae, could be a new record for the Kalahari region. The end of summer is prime time for the
invertebrates that have an annual life cycle, and many of them reach adulthood before the dry winter
season. This year’s lush vegetation brought about by the very wet summer season meant that invertebrate
numbers and density were exceptionally high. The large web-building spiders, Banded-legged Nephila
Nephila senegalensis, Common Garden Orb-Weaver Argiope australis and Funnel-web Nursery-web Spiders,
Euprosthenops australis were the most obvious examples. In fact in some places it was difficult to walk
without breaking the Nephilas’ enormous golden webs. A patch of alien cacti was almost entirely covered by
webs of both Common Garden Orb-weavers Argiope australis and Funnel-web Nursery-web Spiders
Euprosthenops australis. We were able to point out that males of these big orb-web builders are tiny in
comparison to the females even though they are in different spider families but in the case of the Nurseryweb spiders which build huge non-sticky funnel-webs, adult males and females are more or less the same
size.
In the mornings before the sun sucked up the dew, the vegetation was almost smothered in spider webs,
both large and small and of many different shapes and grass, bushes, fences and trees were decorated with
“diamond necklaces” of sparkling orb-webs which we felt was most appropriate. Thank you De Beers for
your hospitality and we would be thrilled to be able to visit Benfontein again to make a more complete list
of the arachnids found on this farm. We sincerely hope that Benfontein will remain accessible to researchers
for many years to come. So much excellent research has been and is being done; it would be a great pity if
it could not be carried on and extended as time goes by.

Moreson, Klein Tshipise 22 – 27 April 2011
Report by Joan Faiola
Fifteen members and family headed for Moreson on 22nd April, having to deal with the Easter traffic to
Moria going north at the same time.
Moreson is a sectionally owned private resort not far from Tshipise resort, and 22km from Musina, closed to
the public. We were able to visit as guests, because Christy Mathie and her family own one of the houses in
the resort, and Christy was able to arrange another two houses. I think we were all a bit worried that it
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would be rather upmarket, and were relieved to find that the houses were comfortable, spacious and
homely, and the surroundings almost pristine bush.
Our group took three houses, and after settling in got down to serious arachnid hunting. We were able to
walk where we liked on the extensive property, and some very interesting animals were found, some of
them very close to the houses!
Unfortunately Ruan and Candace Lambrechts could only stay for the weekend, but in a very short time Ruan
had found violin spiders, lots of scorpions, and a 6-eyed sand spider, Sicarius sp. showing the diagnostic
sand particles held by hairs on its body. In fact, the week was really about scorpions, whip-spiders and
solifuges. In the tropical environment of the northern Limpopo region, these normally less seen creatures
abound in high numbers, along with many large centipedes. Alistair Mathie found another Afroisometrus
minshullae, confirming his location record from the previous December (see the March issue of the Spider
Club News). Joan managed to take a couple of photos of this tiny scorpion. We also found Hottentotta
trilineatus, Hadogenes troglodytes, Parabuthus transvaalicus and P. mossambicensis. We also netted a very
unusual spider with rather pronounced spinnerets. The jury is out on whether it is a Gnaphosid or a
Prodidomid! The specimen has been handed to Ansie Dippenaar for her opinion.
Violin spiders were common under rocks in the veld, and we collected a number of specimens for the
National Collection, as Loxosceles spp. are usually hard to come by.
Alistair and Joan held an informal expo near the swimming pool area, using specimens collected, including a
Pholcid we collected to demonstrate the difference between Daddy-long-legs spiders and Violin spiders. We
also demonstrated the Whip-Spiders, and showed that with sensitive handling these interesting creatures
could be held and admired. One sat on Joan’s arm for most of the expo. Our talk garnered a lot of interest,
and we had difficulty dragging ourselves away to go and get sundowners and supper. The visitors loved the
scorpions, probably because spiders are seen everywhere, but scorpions are hard to find unless you are
really looking.
Thank you to Christy and Alistair for making this super venue available to us. We’d love to go back!

Above: Afroisometrus
minshullae
Below: Unidentified
solifugid

Above: Hottentotta trilineatus

Above: Parabuthus mossambicensis
Below: Sicarius sp.

Below: Whip-spider: Damon sp.
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Spider Sorting Session at ARC, Pretoria
11 June 2011
Report by Joan Faiola
It was full house at ARC on the 11th June, when members of the Spider Club were welcomed to take part in a
sorting session. ARC have received about 6 000 specimens collected in the Cederburg area, so there was a
lot of work to be done. A session like this can only achieve a limited amount, but Ansie Dippenaar told us
that every little bit of help was valuable.
The session was extremely well attended, and although some of the members were new to the work, they
soon made themselves useful doing preparatory work on the specimens, under the guidance of Robin Lyle,
Petro Marais and Ansie Dippenaar. Ansie laid on a fantastic lunch for us, and Petro gave a tour of the
National Collection.
We come back for another session at the end of August, and in the meantime Robin Lyle and Astri Leroy will
hold an identification course and sorting session at the Ditsong Museum on 30th July. Hope to see you at
both these sessions!

Resources on the ARC website
Everyone knows by now of the SANSA Virtual Museum where one can visit to look up images of spiders and
other arachnids, but not many know about the African Arachnid Database (AFRAD).
(www.arc.agric.za/afrad/afradMain.aspx)
AFRAD is a work in progress, and aims to be a complete online reference for the spiders of Africa. There is
still a lot of work to be done, but pages covering some of the common families are already proving to be of
use to students of spiders. The website states:
“The African Arachnida Database (AFRAD) is an information system on the Arachnida of the Afrotropical
Region - an umbrella project dedicated to the unification and enhancement of biosystematic research on
arachnids in Africa and adjacent islands. It is committed to help conserve the biological diversity of African
arachnids through the improvement of scientific knowledge. Participation is based on free association and
collaboration and gives specialists of the various arachnid groups the opportunity to manage and coordinate their own field of expertise while receiving full credit for their inputs.”
From the main page, you can navigate by Order (e.g. Araneae) to a family. One can obtain a family fact
sheet, and a list of genera and species in Africa, with distribution information. In more developed page sets,
you will find a general description of a family, and species accounts. Anatomical drawings are included in
some cases, and it is the aim to describe all extant species, or at least families and genera.
There is still a lot of work to be done, and it is obvious that the specialists have a lot to do to make it an even
better tool.
Start using the database, and pass feedback to Ansie Dippenaar. It will help the persons involved to know
that the database is being used, and will encourage them to continue their valuable work in building it up.
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INTERESTING SIGHTINGS
Wafer Lid Trapdoor Spider in Limpopo
The Spider Club Website received a request for ID from Douglas Curwen-Reed:
“I am an English university student who was
privileged to go on an animal behaviour field
trip to South Africa in April last year. When
out in the field, in bushveld territory about 4
hours north of Jo'burg I had a spider run
over my boot. It was pretty big, bigger than
anything we get in England. Looking back I
think it was probably about 10cm leg span,
but this is a guess and possibly not accurate.
It was mainly red with very black fangs, with
a white border at the top and a small black
bit with white dots I assume are its eyes. “

Ian Engelbrecht replied:
“That’s a great photo and beautiful spider! It’s an adult male Wafer Lid Trapdoor Spider. The species is
Ancylotrypa pretoriae (fam. Cyrtaucheniidae). There is a lot of variation in A. pretoriae as it currently stands,
and it could be a species complex. Your specimen looks just like those that I’ve seen from near Tuinplaas on
the Springbok flats, collected during a survey there by the Agricultural Research Council. It’s larger than the
ones we have here in Gauteng and the carapace is paler. “

Thomisid with two males in attendance
John Roff of Hilton College sent in this
interesting photo of a Thomisid female with
two males in attendance, in close proximity to
each other on her back.
This sighting was at Karkloof Nature Reserve
in the KwaZulu-Natal Midlands earlier this
year.
Photo courtesy John Roff
Environmental Education Officer
Hilton College
South Africa
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South African nephilids DO catch birds!
Wildlife photographer and conservationist Albie Venter submitted two photographs to us with the following
query:
A while ago I photographed a Golden Orb web spider eating a Blue waxbill bird trapped in its web. I know of
something similar occurring elsewhere but have not heard of this in South Africa or Africa for that matter. I
would like to know whether this has been documented in Africa or SA and if so how often. I have also
photographed another sequence of a similar situation – a Spotted Flycatcher this time but without a trace
of the spider.
We replied: We are aware that Nephila sp. in Africa have caught birds in their webs. The silk of Nephila is
extremely strong, as you would know if you had ever walked into one of these webs, and we believe that
many birds caught will struggle free. The smaller birds might not get free, and would eventually succumb to
exhaustion. It's hard to say how often this actually happens, but probably more often than we think.
Last year we published photos of a mouse caught in a Nephila web in Cape Town. In Paul Hillyard's book,
The Private Life of Spiders, there is a photo of a West African Nephila species with a sunbird in its web. In
the case of your Spotted Flycatcher, the spider may no longer occupy the web, and the bird probably died of
exhaustion.
Photos courtesy Albie Venter
Left: Nephila senegalensis with Blue Waxbill
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SCIENTIFIC NEWS AND COMMENT
Spidernauts in Space
Two orb web spiders, Nephila clavipes, named Gladys and Esmeralda, were sent into space on the Space
Shuttle Endeavour in May 2011, and are now resident on the International Space Station orbiting Earth.
They were sent up with a supply of fruit flies to eat, and are thriving in zero gravity. They continue to build
webs, feed, and have even moulted in space. On Earth, their sibling Thelma, is being monitored and the
behaviours of the spidernauts are being compared to hers.
Each spider lives in a separate habitat chamber, containing the food supply, and equipped with cameras and
lighting systems. The lights work on a 24-hour cycle giving the spiders “night” and “day”.
The spidernauts’ webs are more complete than the ground control’s. Adult Nephila spp. normally do not
complete the top half of the web. The spiders normally use gravity to orientate themselves, which is
probably why the hub is more complete than that of an earthbound spider.
The website BioEd Online offers hourly images of the spiders, and downloadable PowerPoint files. Videos
are available on this website.
Go to: http://bioedonline.org/ for more information on this fascinating study.

Photo from:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nephila_clavipes
To find out more about this beautiful
American spider, follow this link.
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New Baboon Spider for South Africa
Pterinochilus lapalala sp. n.
Richard Gallon and Ian Engelbrecht have published a new paper describing a new Southern African
Pterinochilus species, P. lapalala sp.n. bringing the number of species in the genus to ten.
A new species of Pterinochilus species from South Africa (Araneae, Theraphosidae, Harpactirinae)
Richard C. Gallon and Ian Engelbrecht, in the Bulletin of theBritish Arachnological Society (2011) 15 (4)
An undescribed species of Pterinochilus was discovered in the Waterberg, Limpopo Province. The species
has been named P. lapalala, honouring the Lapalala Wilderness School in promoting and preserving
wilderness habitat in the Waterberg. The Holotype male was found at Lapalala Private Nature Reserve in
September 2006. Ian Engelbrecht reared it to maturity. Paratypes have been collected on the farm
Slangfontein, in the Waterberg district. It appears that the new species is endemic to the Waterberg, and
certain factors about its habitat suggest that it has a specialized habitat requirement, which is rare in
southern African Theraphosids. The species appears to live in messy sheet webs in cavities under rocks,
where its flattened body seems to be an adaptation to this habitat preference.
The new species was diagnosed in females by differences in the form of the spermathecae, and the number
of labial cuspules, and the low carapace profile.
In males, the shape of the embolus of the new species and differences in the form of femur III, metatarsus I
and absence of certain setae, distinguish the new species from its congeners.
If you are interested in reading the full paper, we will forward a copy on request.

Photos of holotype male TM23479
1. Carapace, dorsal view
2. Cephalothorax, ventral view
3. Palp, retrolateral view
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New Caerostris species in Madagascar makes gigantic
webs – Caerostris darwini
Matjaz Kuntner and Igni Ignarsson have described a new species of Caerostris or Bark spider in Madagascar,
which makes possibly the biggest web of any spider known.
Web gigantism in Darwin’s Bark Spider, a new species from Madagascar (Araneidae: Caerostris Matjaz
Kuntner and Ingi Ignarsson, in 2010. The Journal of Arachnology 38:346–356
Much has been made in the scientific press, particularly on the Internet, of the huge webs made by the new
species C. darwini. Indeed, the webs are spectacular, built over water with bridge lines of up to 25m, and
webs of up to 2.8m², the biggest webs the authors have seen. But the authors make the point that
Caerostris is also poorly known as a genus, and it requires further study from an evolutionary point of view;
its diversity, biology, and phylogenetic relationships all deserve a closer scrutiny.
The study emphasises behaviour, and describes evidence of kleptoparasitic species (Argyrodinae.) for the
first time in Caerostris webs. Caerostris display “extreme sexual size dimorphism with large females and
small males, which is manifested in enigmatic sexual behaviours such as mate guarding, male-male
aggressiveness, genital mutilation, mate plugging, and self-castration”.
The authors also touch on the other species in the genus that occur in Madagascar.
This interesting paper is copiously illustrated with fine colour photographs of webs, and specimens in
habitat, and taxonomic drawings in support of the new species.
Photos:
Caerostris female from Madagascar
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ARC AND SANSA NEWS
Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman has asked that Spider Club
members participate in SANSA activities, in any way,
such as contributing photos to the Virtual Museum and
arachnid stories for the SANSA newsletter.
Submissions from the public are also welcome.
The Virtual Museum is already showing great promise
as a tool for arachnologists, amateur and otherwise.
Go take a look.
We can forward the SANSA newsletter on request, but
better still, you can ask them to place your e-mail
address on the distribution list.
Contact ARC via their website – see the SANSA
advertisement on this page.
The SANSA newsletter No. 14 is available from
ARC. You can download No. 14 and all prior
editions at:

http://www.arc.agric.za/home.asp?pid=3291
Contact telephone No. for ARC (Arachnids) :
012 356 9800

Systematics Projects:
Please contact Ansie at dippenaara@arc.agric.za
for more information on how you can help with
current projects.

AFRAD:
Read the article on page 15 of this issue, to learn about
this useful resource.
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PHOTO GALLERY – JACK HOCHFELD
Jack Hochfeld has corresponded with us regularly, sending us his spider photographs. Unfortunately for us,
Jack has moved to Australia. He wanted us to share his photos with our members, so here they are. Let’s
hope that Jack will share his arachnid finds from Down Under!

Above left and right: beautiful studies of a Rain Spider Palystes superciliosus

Right:
This looks like a small wolf spider with big
ambitions! the burrow probably belongs to one of
the Mygalomorph trapdoor spiders.

Left:
Caught in the act –
Solifuge with prey.

Visit Jack’s website at
www.jackhochfeld.co.za, and page
through his book of photographs.
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This page:
Top Left: Crab spider Runcinia sp. on
flower.
Below left: Crab spider Thomisus sp. on
fruit capsule
Below right: Male Stegodyphus sp.
(Community Nest Spiders)
Bottom right: Ethereal picture of funnel
web spider at mouth of funnel in grass.
(probably Lycosidae: Hippasa sp.)
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The Spider Club of Southern Africa
DIARY 2011/ 2012
2011
ANOTHER sorting session PPRI Biosystematics, (in case you missed the first one or if
you are so enthralled that you want to do it all over again)
30th July, 10 a.m. – 3.00 pm
If you really want to learn how to identify spiders and get real, hands-on practical help with
this often difficult skill, come along. If you would like to help the staff at PPRI’S
Biosystematics Arachnology group, this is the way to do it. Ansie has more than 6000
specimens to sort, label and give to Petro to store so that they are available to the world
arachnological community. Besides being a mental exercise, it is fun and you will be well-fed
into the bargain!! Please book with Astri on leroyja@global.co.za or cell 073-168-7187.
Directions to PPRI near Roodeplaat are available on booking - no charge.

NATIONAL SCIENCE WEEK – PUBLIC DAY – National Zoo, Pretoria
6 AUGUST 2011
National Science Week is an initiative of the Department of Science and Technology. It
aims to excite and inform people about science, both pure and applied. It also aims to
encourage learners to study natural or physical science, technology and mathematics at
school and to take up a scientific career.
The Spider Club is taking a stand at this Expo, and would like Spider Club members to
volunteer to help man the stand. Please contact Astri (see contact details above) if you are
able to help.

Sammy Marks outdoor/indoor market. WE NEED YOU TO HELP!!
9th August, 2011. (National Women’s Day)
The Spider Club takes a stand at this market every year and we NEED you to come and help
inform the public about our passion for little creatures, arachnids in general and spiders and
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scorpions in particular. As usual our stand is inundated with fascinated people. It is huge fun
and the market is great. Please contact Astri if you can help out, even if it is only for a few
hours. Sammy Marks outdoor Museum is situated not far from the N4 (Witbank Highway) on
the Old Bronkhorstpruit Road, Zwartkoppies, east of Pretoria.

SORTING AND ID WORKSHOP at the Ditsong Natural History Museum, Pretoria.
28th August, 9 a.m.for 9:30 till 3 p.m.
R60.00 per person for the day. Booking only confirmed on payment to The Spider Club of
SA.
This is a very basic introductory course to set you on the road to be able to identify spiders
by using a microscope, a binary key and other tools.
We are delighted to have been offered the use of the auditorium and a small lecture hall in
the entomology department at the Natural History Museum in Pretoria. Tea and cookies will
be served but you will need to make your own arrangements for lunch. The museum has a
coffee shop for light refreshments. Secure parking is available behind the museum in Minnaar
Street. If you have a copy of “African Spiders an Identification Manual” please bring it
with you. We have a couple of spare copies to use but not many. If you would like to purchase
one in the meantime please contact Dr Ansie Dippenaar at DippenaarA@arc.agric.za. Booking
is ABSOLUTELY essential and only confirmed on payment.
Please contact Astri on info@spiderclub.co.za or on her ll 073-168-7187 or landline 011 9580695 for booking and banking details.

Sandfields and Forests Weekend Outing and Survey - Weekend 23 – 25 September 2011
This venue comprises a group of farms belonging to the Frank family being run as a
conservancy, situated immediately north of Nylsvley Nature Reserve near Mookgopong
(Naboomspruit). The purpose of the visit is to survey the arachnid fauna, as well as add to
the bird list already started! We will be permitted to collect specimens. Accommodation
comprises basic bedrooms with bathrooms and a central kitchen. Camping will be permitted
near the buildings. Booking is essential – please book with Joan at info@spiderclub.co.za or
082-5656-025. Directions will be supplied closer to the time, and for those who know
Nylsvley, it is situated off the Vogelfontein road.

YEBO GOGGA at Wits University
11 – 16th October 2011 (Set up 10th)
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Now we REALLY need you, and you and you! Yebo Gogga (if you haven’t
attended before) is run by APES (genuine – that stands for Animal, Plant and Environmental
Sciences) and our job is to introduce youngsters and the general public to Arachnids! It’s
quite intense but it’s also a whole load of fun. Please contact Astri or Joan if you are able to
help, even if only for a couple of hours.
Night Walk Walter Sisulu National Botanical Garden, Poortview - 12th November 2011
This is organized by the Botanical society and if you want to just attend you will need to book
through Karen at botsoc@sisulugarden.co.za or landline (011) 958-5177. Of course if you
would like to help to lead a group we would be only TOO delighted. In any case more about
this at a later stage.
Sandfields and Forests Sandfields and Forests Weekend Outing and Survey
19th & 20th November 2011
See above for details.

2012
Day outing Cullinan Conservancy, north east of Pretoria
14th January, 2012 8:30 for 9 a.m.
This is a wonderful part of Gauteng and well worth a visit. The event is run by the
Conservancy and we will have more details nearer the time.

Terra Nostra Weekend outing - 3rd – 5th February, 2012
Andre Lambrecht’s farm near Marble Hall, more later.

Elandsvlei, near Bapsfontein, Gauteng – 18th February 2012
Following our successful visit last year, we will return to this interesting conservancy to
continue surveying the arachnid fauna. Details to follow.

16th – 18th March, 2012 Weekend at Pete Koziel’s farm in Limpopo
With an option to take two days’ leave and include Human Rights’ Day the 21st March, details
to follow.
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And remember that Norman Larsen is at the Cape Union Mart Adventure Center, Canal Walk in Cape
Town, every Saturday between 11 a.m. and 12 noon to demonstrate and talk about SPIDERS!!

NOT YET FINALISED
29th October 2011.

Possible day outing on private property on the Bronberg, Garsfontein,

Pretoria.
4th December, Mohale’s Gate, Krugersdorp district.
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